
Appendix S1: Supplementary methods and results

1. Classification of the SEEG contacts 

In this work we used the historical definition of EZ1-3, which is the site of the beginning and of the

primary organization of the seizure. Thus, the historical definition of the EZ used in the current study

is different from the one of Lüders et al.4,5: "the minimum amount of cortex that must be resected

(inactivated or completely disconnected) to produce seizure freedom." Specifically, the classification

of  the  SEEG  contacts  in  EZ,  propagation  zone  (PZ)  and  non-involved  zone  (NIZ)  was  made

according to the sites of seizure initiation (SOZ) based on visual analysis and on the Epileptogenicity

Index (EI).6-8 Channels exhibiting EI values above 0.1 to 0.2 were considered to pertain to the PZ.

Besides, channels exhibiting EI values above 0.3 to 0.4 were considered to be epileptogenic.  By

binarizing the EI using these thresholds we obtained an estimation of the extent of the PZ and EZ.

Then, the final classification was obtained by combining the EI information with the visually defined

SOZ, which includes the identification of the contacts where the earlier and delayed ical activity

were seen. Further details about the method used here for classifying the SEEG channels have can be

found in previous works7-10.

2. Detection and clustering of polymorphic events 

In this section, we start by describing the NODE (Nested Outlier Detection) algorithm and how it

defines  the  interictal  events.  Then,  we  define  the  cluster,  comparison  and  labeling  constraints

associated with the semi-supervised constrained clustering approach used to group the polymorphic

events in clusters. Illustrative examples to help the conceptual interpretation of the labels assigned to

the interictal events by the NODE algorithm, are presented in the main text (see Methods, subsection

"Data and statistical analysis").

The NODE algorithm 

We defined interictal events as anomalies (i.e. outliers of amplitude) in the LFP time series using the

Nested  Outlier  Detection  (NODE)  algorithm.  Figure  1A  schematize  the  main  processing  steps

associated with the NODE algorithm. Briefly, on each SEEG channel we applied the following series

of steps. In step 1, we band-pass filtered the whole raw LFP time series in the frequency bands of

interest.  In step 2,  we use the Local  False Discovery Rate (LFDR) method11,12 to detect  outliers

present in the distribution of amplitude values within each frequency band in a controlled manner.



Specifically,  the  LFDR  method  allows  to  define  amplitude  thresholds  for  detecting  outliers  of

amplitude while controlling for the proportion of false positives. In this regard, the NODE algorithm

take as an input multiple thresholds to detect amplitude outliers which are not absolute values of

amplitude, but rather rates of false discovery (LFDR threshold). From these LFDR threshold values

the corresponding amplitude thresholds are computed through the LFDR technique by processing the

whole distribution of amplitudes of the band-pass filtered time series under analysis. An outlier of

amplitude is detected each time the amplitude envelope of the time series band-pass filtered around

the frequency band of interest exceeds one of the amplitude thresholds defined by the LFDR method

(see  the  small  black  triangles  in  Figure 1A).  Once the amplitude outliers  are  identified in  each

frequency band, in step 3 the NODE algorithm merges in a single event the amplitude outliers which

co-occur across the frequency bands within a time window of 200 ms. Note that this time window is

used to merge the outliers, hence, imposing a lower limit on how close two adjacent events can be to

each other. However, this time window is not involved in the step 1 of the NODE algorithm which

would produce significant edge effects associated with the band-pass filtering. In step 4, a Nfb digits

label is assigned to each event, where Nfb is the number of frequency bands analyzed by the NODE

algorithm. The  Nfb digits  of  the  label  are  computed  as  1  -  Tfb,  where  Tfb is  the  lower  LFDR

threshold value crossed by the amplitude outlier within each frequency band. Thus,  Tfb represents

the proportion of the detected anomalies that can be expected to be false positives, and the other 1 -

Tfb fraction being genuine true discoveries.11,12 As a result, each one of the Nfb digits of the label can

be interpreted as the proportion of the detected anomalies that can be expected to be true outliers in

the corresponding frequency band. That is, the  Nfb digits of the label can be interpreted using a

positive logic in which the higher the value of the digit the higher the proportion of true outliers

associated with the corresponding frequency band. In this work we use four frequency bands (Nfb =

4) and two LFDR thresholds {0.5, 0.1}, resulting in 4-digits labels where each digit can adopt the

values 0, 0.5 or 0.9 corresponding to amplitude outliers crossing none (0), the higher (1 - Tfb = 1 -

0.5 = 0.5) and the  lower (1 -  Tfb =  1 -  0.1 = 0.9) LFDR threshold value (Tfb), respectively (see

Figure 1A). Finally, in step 5 the events were grouped in clusters based on the assigned labels. For

Nfb = 4 frequency bands and two LFDR thresholds we have a total of 80 possible clusters each one

characterized by a 4-digits label.

Constrained clustering 

From a  machine  learning  point  of  view,  the  NODE algorithm can  be used in  an unconstrained

manner by using fine-grained bins of frequency and amplitude in order to find the clusters naturally

emerging  from  the  data,  however,  for  our  clinical  application  we  decided  to  follow  a  more

computationally efficient  strategy. That is,  the particular implementation of the NODE algorithm



used in this work is based on a semi-supervised approach for clustering data while incorporating

domain knowledge in the form of constraints, known as constrained clustering.13

Cluster constraints 

We included two cluster constraints in this particular implementation of the NODE algorithm.

The first constraint refers to the frequency bands of interest which were defined based on the a priori

information about the transient waveform shape of interest. Specifically, the low [1 Hz - 10 Hz] and

high [150 Hz - 255 Hz] frequency bands were included as features characterizing the waveform

shapes associated with sharp spikes and spike-wave complexes.  Besides,  two medium frequency

bands [8 Hz - 32 Hz], [30 Hz - 155 Hz] were included with the aim to differentiate subtypes of

spikes (e.g. epileptiform sharp spikes from smoother transients). The second constraint refers to the

number of LFDR thresholds (i.e. bins of amplitude). In this case we consider that the relevant feature

is the occurrence of outliers across the frequency bands,  and that the particular  amplitude of the

outliers do not carry relevant information. Accordingly, we followed a coarse-grained approach by

defining only two LFDR thresholds {0.5, 0.1} in each frequency band, representing a proportion of

{50%, 90%} of the detected anomalies that can be expected to be true outliers in the corresponding

frequency band, respectively.  In general, the introduction of constraints restrict the diversity of the

resulting clusters in favour of algorithmic efficiency. The two clusters constraints described above

restrict the diversity to 80 possible clusters each one characterized by a 4-digits label. Importantly,

we explored  a wide range  of parameters  of the NODE algorithm and verified that  these cluster

constraints do not significantly affect  the spontaneous dynamics of polymorphic events observed

over fast-ultradian time scales (see Figures S4 to S6). We found that the spontaneous dynamics of

the interictal events rate results highly robust with respect the relaxation of the clustering constraints

associated with the number and range of the frequency bands. In particular, the rhythmic dynamics

of the polymorphic events rate is clearly distinguishable even using a very aggressive constraint in

the number of frequency bands. Figure S6 shows that only in the case where a very high number of

noisy  anomalies  are  allowed  (e.g.  >  90% of  LFDR),  the  rhythmic  behavior  of  the  events  rate

dynamics  becomes  almost  indistinguishable  from the  random fluctuations  (see  Figures  S6E and

S6F).

Comparison constraints 

Since the labels assigned by the NODE algorithm are constituted by numerical digits, it is possible to

compute a variety of distance measures to quantify the difference between the polymorphic events.

In this work, we used a simple similarity criteria to conform the clusters consisting in grouping the

events  with identical  4-digits  label  (i.e.  each cluster  is  defined by all  the events  producing zero

euclidean distance between their labels). Importantly, we found that changing the parameters of the



NODE algorithm, and thus the way in which the events are grouped in clusters, does not significantly

affect the fluctuations of the rate of events observed over the fast-ultradian time scales (see Figures

S4 to S6).

Labeling constraints 

We followed a epileptogenicity-agnostic approach for  clustering,  that is, no  a priori information

about the epileptogenic or physiological  nature of the labels assigned to each type of event  was

introduced during the clustering processes (i.e. no labeling constraints). Note that this strategy is

essentially different from the commonly used approach based on a binary classification (epileptic vs

non-epileptic events) in which the events not meeting certain particular epileptogenicity criteria are

excluded  from  any  further  analysis.  In  this  study  we  used  a  different  strategy  based  on

epileptogenicity-agnostic  approach  to  detect  and  cluster  the  events.  Subsequently,  the

epileptogenicity of the detected events was assessed using two quantitative strategies, 1) ordering the

NODE clusters according to their power to segregate the EZ and NIZ channels across all the patients

(see Figure S1), and 2) computing the fraction of epileptiform discharges as visually identified by an

epileptologist (FBo) captured by each NODE cluster (see Figure S3). See also the discussion in the

section  "Detection  and  clustering  of  interictal  events"  of  the  main  text,  in  connection  with  the

clusters  0_09_09_05,  09_09_09_05  and  09_0_0_0 shown in  the  Figure  1B to  1G.  Importantly,

regardless of their epileptogenicity, all the events subtypes corresponding to the 80 NODE clusters

were included in our analysis. The latter, paves the way to unveil a novel and counter-intuitive link

between the dynamics of the overall rate of polymorphic events and the rate of specific subtypes of

epileptiform spikes which was exploited here to improve the EZ localization (see Figures 5, S7, S12

and the discussion in the section "Predicting the spontaneous fast-ultradian dynamics to improve the

epileptogenic zone localization" of the main text). Of note, this correlation between the temporal

patterns associated with different  events subtypes captured by the NODE clusters would be very

difficult to unveil by solely considering a limited subtype of events (e.g. visually marked epileptic

spikes).

As a result, the two stages associated with the semi-supervised constrained clustering method used

in this study can be described as follows:

A)  Unsupervised epileptogenicity-agnostic clustering based on  no labeling constraints and zero

euclidean distance between the labels as a comparison constraint.

B) The clusters obtained in A) are reviewed (i.e. supervised) by the epileptologists in order to assess

their epileptogenicity. In this regard, two quantitative strategies were also implemented, 1) ordering

the NODE clusters according to their power to segregate the EZ and NIZ channels across all the

patients  (see  Figure  S1),  and  2)  computing  the  fraction  of  epileptiform  discharges  as  visually

identified by an epileptologist (FBo) captured by each NODE cluster (see Figure S3).



3. Time-frequency analysis 

Time-frequency  maps  of  the  polymorphic  events  were  computed  as  scalograms  using  Morlet

wavelets including spectral whitening by ZH0-score normalization of each frequency bin across time

samples.14 Specifically, for each SEEG channel we first computed the complex time-frequency map

for  the  whole  time  series.  Then,  the  resulting  time-frequency  map  was  whitened  by  ZH0-score

normalization of each frequency bin. From the whole time-frequency map we extracted the time

interval (200 ms) centered around each event of interest. The final time-frequency representation is

obtained by computing the average of the time-frequency maps of power, i.e. incoherent averaging,

corresponding to all the events of interest.

4. Precision and recall analysis 

To quantify the capability of the subtypes of events identified by the NODE algorithm in segregating

the SEEG channels  involved in the epileptogenic zone (EZ)  from those not involved (NIZ),  we

implemented a precision and recall analysis which is a suitable tool for imbalanced classification

problems (in general Number NIZ channels >> Number of EZ channels). Once the clusters were

computed using the NODE algorithm, we then implemented a standard precision and recall analysis.

The precision and recall curve was computed as a function of a moving ER threshold for events

pertaining to each NODE cluster of interest (CoI), and the area under the precision and recall curve

(AUPREC) was computed to quantitatively summarize the capacity of EZ identification of each CoI.

The  chance  level  in  each  patient  was  computed  as  the  ratio  between  the  number  of  channels

pertaining to EZ and the total number of channels. For the precision and recall analysis, the ground

truth was given by the classification of the SEEG channels in the epileptogenic (EZ), propagation

(PZ) and non-involved (NIZ) zones defined preoperatively by the epileptologists in all the analyzed

patients (Engel I). This classification was made according to the sites of seizure initiation (SOZ)

based on visual analysis and the Epileptogenicity Index (EI)6-8 (see Section 1 of this Appendix). The

precision  and  recall  analysis  was  also  applied  to  assess  the  capacity  of  the  subtypes  of  events

identified by the NODE algorithm to map the resected zone (RZ) defined postoperatively by the

epileptologists.

5. Characterization of the fast-ultradian dynamics 

The fast-ultradian dynamics of the rate  of the interictal  events  was analyzed with a fine-grained

temporal resolution given by the time window of 200 ms used in the NODE algorithm. For this, we



plotted the cumulative count of all the detected events (CE) as a function of the time for each SEEG

channel (bipolar derivation). In these plots, the slope of each rectilinear segment correspond to the

mean rate of events in that particular bipolar channel (see Figures 2A and 2B). In order to analyze

the fluctuations of the events rate around its mean value, we subtracted a fitted straight line from the

CE to obtain the residual of CE for each bipolar channel. The resulting detrended count of events

(DCE) revealed in each SEEG channel the spontaneous fluctuations of the rate of interictal events

over sub-hour time scales (see Figures 2C to 2F).  In addition, time series of the event rate (ER) in

each SEEG channel (bipolar derivation) and the AUPREC for EZ were constructed by computing the

mean value of ER and the AUPREC for EZ value at each time position of a sliding epoch scanning

the whole interictal SEEG recording available in each patient (see  Figures 2G to 2J and Table 1).

Different lengths of the sliding epoch were explored within the range 1 - 10 min. In each case, the

length  of  the  sliding  epoch  was  kept  unchanged  to  scan  the  whole  interictal  SEEG  recording

available in each patient. The overlap between successive time positions of the sliding epoch was

90% in all cases, with the exception of Figures 3E to 3H in which we use 1 min incremental step for

all the epoch lengths. The resulting ER and AUPREC for EZ time series were z-score normalized

before assessing their temporal correlation through the Pearson coefficient and linear regression (see

Figure 4).

While the DCE consistently reproduce the slow fluctuations of the rate of events (ER) with a high

temporal  resolution (only limited by the 200 ms time window used in the NODE algorithm for

detecting the events. See Figures 2C to 2F), it is essential to note that in order to compute the ER we

must define a sliding time window in which the rate can be determined as ER = Number of events

within the time window / Length of the time window. As a consequence, by using a time window of

a finite length (e.g. 1 min, 5 min, 10 min) we are effectively imposing a constraint  on the time

resolution  of  the  resulting  ER time series.  This  is  an  important  limitation,  in  particular  for  the

patients disclosing rhythmic bursts of events with short time periods within the ultradian time scales

(compare the Figure 2F with the Figure 2H).

6. Definition of the Spike-like group 

To define the Spike-like cluster group we selected the first four NODE clusters capturing most of the

IEDs as  visually  identified  by  an  epileptologist  (First  four  clusters  in  Figure  S3:  09_09_09_09,

0_09_09_0, 09_09_09_0, 0_09_09_09). Then, for each one of these four NODE clusters we add the

associated clusters corresponding to all  the possible combinations of digits.  For instance,  for the

cluster 0_09_09_0, we add the other three possible combinations of digits: 0_09_05_0, 0_05_09_0,

0_05_05_0. As a result,  the Spike-like group includes the epileptiform discharges pertaining to the



clusters 09_09_09_05, 0_09_09_05 having a high power for EZ localization (see Figure 1), and also

events from other 34 clusters, some of them being less specific to the EZ like the cluster 09_09_09_0

shown in Figure S1.

7. Spontaneous fast-ultradian dynamics of the rate of interictal events 

We investigated the dependence of the observed fluctuations of the AUPREC for EZ on the type of

events and on the specificity of the detector of interictal discharges.  For the same time resolution

than that used in Figures 2I and 2J (sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap), the Figures

3A and 3B show the temporal dynamics of AUPREC for EZ for three type of events, 1) epileptiform

discharges pertaining to a single cluster 0_09_09_05 (see Figure 1C and 1F), 2) Spike-like events

resulting from the combination of 36 clusters (see Figure S1C) and 3) Events pertaining to the cluster

09_09_0_0, associated with amplitude outliers in the low frequency bands (1 Hz -  30 Hz).  The

Spike-like  category  can  be  thought  as  the  result  of  a  detector  of  interictal  discharges  with  low

specificity  when compared to the manual marking produced by an epileptologist.  For a  detailed

definition of the Spike-like group the reader is referred to Section 6 of this Appendix. Figures 2I, 2J,

3A and 3B show that the events pertaining to the clusters 09_09_09_05, 0_09_09_05 and the Spike-

like group produce similar temporal dynamics of the AUPREC for EZ. These results reveal that the

temporal fluctuations of the events rate during interictal periods are present across different subtypes

of epileptiform discharges and effectively entrain the precision to localize the EZ. Moreover,  we

quantified the magnitude of the excursions of the AUPREC for EZ time series observed during the

interictal periods by computing the relative difference (RD) between the extreme AUPREC for EZ

values  with respect  to  its  maximum value ((max -  min)  /  max) for  three sliding epoch lengths.

Figures 3C and 3D show that the RD of AUPREC for EZ decreases with the epoch length (for the

epileptiform discharges  09_09_09_05,  the median of  the RD of AUPREC for  EZ across  all  the

patients is 0.67 (IQR = 0.43 - 0.75), 0.43 (IQR = 0.34 - 0.65) and 0.27 (IQR = 0.20 - 0.47) for epoch

lengths of 1 min, 5 min and 10 min, respectively).  However, we found no significant difference

between  the  RD of  AUPREC for  EZ values  at  the  population  level  for  epileptiform discharges

(Clusters: 09_09_09_05, 0_09_09_05) and the Spike-like group (green and red violin plots shown in

Figures 3C and 3D).  This result  suggests that  the magnitude of  the temporal  fluctuations  of the

AUPREC  for  EZ  computed  using  IEDs  (e.g.  Clusters:  09_09_09_05,  0_09_09_05)  do  not

significantly diminishes when other non-epileptiform events besides the IEDs are included in the

analysis (e.g. Spike-like group).



8. Attenuation of the interictal fluctuations as a function of the epoch

length 

In order to gain insight about the nature of the temporal dynamics of different types of interictal

events, we then characterize the magnitude of the excursions of the AUPREC for EZ as a function of

the sliding epoch length. It  is worth noting that  the fluctuations of  AUPREC for EZ are mainly

produced by the relative change of the event rate in EZ with respect to the rest of the SEEG channels

(PZ and NIZ). Figures 3A and 3B show that, as expected, non-epileptic events (blue dots) produce

very  low values  of  AUPREC for  EZ  when  compared  to  the  epileptiform discharges  (red  dots),

however, fluctuations of the AUPREC for EZ values are observed in both types of events. Figures 3E

and 3F show the absolute difference (AD) between the extreme values (max - min) of the AUPREC

for EZ time series based on the rate of IEDs, as a function of the sliding epoch length. These log-

linear plots show a linear trend suggesting an exponential dependence y � e- x / Tao where y represents

the AD of AUPREC for EZ being proportional  to a decaying exponential  function of the epoch

length x, with a characteristic time scale Tao in the range 11.7 min - 12.7 min (CoIs: 0_09_09_05 and

09_09_09_05). On the other hand, Figures 3G and 3H show the dependence of the AD of AUPREC

for EZ values based on the rate of non-epileptic events, as a function of the sliding epoch length. In

this case, we found a piecewise linear trend characterized by two linear segments with different slope

in a log-log plot, suggesting a scale-free behavior. Interestingly, the AD of AUPREC for EZ values

based on the Spike-like group showed a dependence with the sliding epoch length in between the

exponential and scale-free behavior (data not shown). As a conclusion, these results strongly suggest

that  the  temporal  fluctuations  of  the  AUPREC  for  EZ  values  based  on  the  rate  of  IEDs  is

characterized by a scale-rich process showing an exponentially decay as a function of the epoch

length with a characteristic time scale Tao. This scale-rich behavior is essentially different from the

temporal  dynamics  of  the  AD of  AUPREC for  EZ  based  on  the  non-epileptic  interictal  events

showing a scale-free trend (see Figures 3G and 3H and Figure S2).  Figures 3E and 3F show the

absolute difference (AD) between the extreme values (max - min) of the AUPREC for EZ time series

based on the rate of IEDs, as a function of the sliding epoch length. These log-linear plots show a

linear trend suggesting an exponential dependence y � e- x / Tao where y represents the AD of AUPREC

for  EZ  being  proportional  to  a  decaying  exponential  function  of  the  epoch  length  x,  with  a

characteristic time scale Tao in the range 11.7 min - 12.7 min (CoIs: 0_09_09_05 and 09_09_09_05).

Let us consider the relative attenuation A obtained for two epoch lengths x1 and x2,

A = ( y1 - y2 ) / y1

By substituting in this equation the exponential dependences  y1  � e-  x1  /  Tao and  y2  � e-  x2  /  Tao and

operating algebraically we obtain the following expression,



x2 = x1 - Tao Ln( 1 - A )

where Ln( ) stands for natural logarithm. Thus, considering a characteristic time constant of  Tao =

12.2 min and x1 = 5 min, the required epoch length x2 for a 90% attenuation of y2 with respect to y1

results x2 = 5 min - 12.2 min Ln( 1 - 0.9 ) = 33.1 min.

9.  Putative mechanisms linked to  the  fast-ultradian dynamics  of  the

rate of interictal events 

The temporal fluctuations of the IEDs rate and its potential to confound EZ localization have been

reported  in  the  context  of  circadian and  multidien time scales  in  relation  to wakefulness,  sleep,

seizure occurrence, post-ictal state and antiepileptic drug withdrawal.15-19 Besides, fluctuations of the

spike rate over sub-hour time scales have been reported during attention and memory tasks.20-23 Also,

hour-to-hour changes in the spatial distribution of the epileptic spikes, explained in part by sleep and

in part by seizures, have been previously reported.24 In contrast, the temporal dynamics observed in

our study appear to emerge spontaneously in the interictal SEEG traces of the 35 patients with Engel

I  seizure outcome included in  the analysis,  that  is,  not  directly  related to any of  the previously

reported mechanisms mentioned above. It is important to note that the results shown in the Figures

4A and 4B assess the propagation mechanism involving the occurrence of the same type of IEDs

(CoI: 09_09_09_05) in EZ and PZ, which could effectively confound the identification of the EZ

channels and have an impact on the dynamics of AUPREC for EZ. On the other hand, there is

evidence showing that sharp IEDs in EZ in general propagate through the network changing their

waveform shape, emerging in PZ as smoother spikes,25,26 see also Figure 2A in Tomlinson et al.27 In

our analysis, the Spike-like group could capture this effect since it is constituted by a variety of IEDs

subtypes  (see  Figure  S1C),  including  sharp  spikes  (e.g.  09_09_09_05)  and  smoother  waveform

shapes  (e.g.  09_09_09_0).  However,  Figure  4C  shows  that  even  for  the  Spike-like  group  the

propagation mechanism could have a dominant role in explaining the interictal fluctuations of the

AUPREC for EZ time series in a limited fraction of the analyzed patients (upper bound of approx.

20%). This result constitutes additional evidence supporting the hypothesis of importance of the local

intrinsic excitability of the epileptogenic tissue in connection with fast-ultradian time scales.



10. Predicting the spontaneous fast-ultradian dynamics to improve the

epileptogenic zone localization 

We found that the time series corresponding to 1) the mean rate of events including all the clusters

and  averaged  across  all  the  channels  (ER  of  all  Clust  in  all  Chan)  and  2)  the  mean  rate  of

epileptiform spikes (ER of CoI in all Chan, with CoI: 0_09_09_05 or 09_09_09_05) both negatively

correlates with the AUPREC for EZ time series computed using these IEDs subtypes (e.g. clusters

0_09_09_05 and 09_09_09_05 associated by the epileptologists with interictal epileptiform spikes

and spike-wave complexes respectively). Note that the overall rate of interictal events "ER of all

Clust in all Chan" and the rate of epileptiform spikes "ER of CoI in all Chan" across all the SEEG

channels,  are suitable measures  for prospective analysis since they do not depend on the SEEG

channels classification in EZ, PZ, NIZ. Importantly, the AUPREC for EZ time series computed for

these IEDs subtypes produced a negative correlation with the "ER of all Clust in all Chan" time

series of higher magnitude than that observed with the "ER of CoI in all Chan" time series for CoI:

0_09_09_05 or 09_09_09_05 (data not shown). In the case of the cluster 09_09_09_05, Figures 5B

and 5C show that the correlation between the time series AUPREC for EZ and "ER of all Clust in all

Chan", is negative and statistically significant in 63% (22/35) of the patients. Of note, the slope of

the linear regression between AUPREC for EZ and "ER of all Clust in all Chan" time series in the

case of the IEDs subtype 09_09_09_05 is -0.334 (see Figures 5C and S8) which is the double of the

negative slope obtained using the cluster 0_09_09_05 (see Figure S8). As a consequence, the overall

rate of interictal events (epileptic and non-epileptic) across all the SEEG channels can better predict

the  interictal  dynamics  of  the  spike-wave  complexes  (CoI:  09_09_09_05)  with  respect  to  the

epileptiform spikes (CoI: 0_09_09_05). Figure S7 illustrates the temporal correlation among the time

series AUPREC for EZ, "ER of IEDs (CoI: 09_09_09_05) in EZ" and "ER of all Clust in all Chan"

observed in four patients.  This feature can be understood by considering three facts,  1)  in most

patients, the NIZ channels are more numerous than the EZ channels, 2) the temporal dynamics of the

ER corresponding to a) the interictal events in NIZ and b) the IEDs in EZ present a significant degree

of dissociation (see Figures 2E and 2F), 3) IEDs occur predominantly in EZ, and are also observed in

a minor proportion in PZ and NIZ. The latter represents a confounding factor for EZ localization.

Thus,  a decrease of "ER of all Clust in all Chan" will  produce a reduction of the ER of all  the

interictal events, including the IEDs, in NIZ (most numerous channels). This decrease will to some

extent be dissociated from the dynamics of the ER of IEDs in EZ, which in turn will likely result in

an increase of the AUPREC for EZ value.

Importantly, the magnitude of the negative correlation between the overall rate of interictal events

(epileptic and non-epileptic) across all the SEEG channels and the precision to localize the EZ varies



across the subtypes of IEDs used to compute the AUPREC for EZ. Figure S8 shows the slope of the

linear regression between AUPREC for EZ and "ER of all Clust in all Chan" time series for all the

NODE clusters. Figure S9 shows the predictive performance for near-optimal EZ localization of all

the NODE clusters. In Figure S9, the AUPREC for EZ values were computed in each patient from

the 5 min epoch associated with the minimum value of "ER of all Clust in all Chan" (i.e. estimated

best 5 min epoch for near-optimal EZ localization). Of note, while both IEDs subtypes corresponding

to the clusters  09_09_09_05 (spike-wave complexes) and 0_09_09_05 (epileptiform spikes) have

been found to be more abundant in EZ than in NIZ (see panels C and D in Figure S1) and both

produce good EZ localization on average across the 35 patients (see panel A in Figure S9), only the

cluster  09_09_09_05 (spike-wave complexes)  disclose  a  strong  negative correlation between the

AUPREC for EZ and "ER of all Clust in all Chan" time series resulting in a statistically significant

predictive value in estimating the best 5 min epoch for near-optimal EZ localization (compare the

clusters 09_09_09_05 and 0_09_09_05 in Figures S1, S8 and S9). These conclusions also hold true

for the RZ localization (see Figures S10 and S11).

11. Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-

REM sleep states 

In this section we discuss the results related to the comparison between two states of the patients: 1)

awake at rest and 2) non-REM sleep (see Methods and Table S1). The comparison was made by

quantifying the magnitude of the fast-ultradian fluctuations of the precision to localize EZ based on

the rate of interictal events. For this, time series of the event rate (ER) in each SEEG channel (bipolar

derivation) and the AUPREC for EZ quantifying the goodness of EZ localization based on the rate of

interictal events were constructed by computing the mean value of ER and the AUPREC for EZ

value at each time position of a sliding epoch scanning the whole interictal SEEG recording (see

Sections 4 and 5 of this Appendix). In this case, we used a sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90%

overlap to scan the whole SEEG time series (bipolar derivations) available in each patient (see Table

S1).  Figures  S13 to S16 show for 4  patients  the resulting ER and AUPREC for  EZ time series

together with the DCE (see Sections 5 of this Appendix) for the awake and non-REM sleep states

and  computed  using  the  interictal  events  pertaining  to  the  cluster  09_09_09_05.  Figure  S17

summarizes the results for the IEDs (clusters 09_09_09_05, 0_09_09_05) and non-epileptic events

(cluster 09_0_0_0) across the 27 patients included in this analysis (see Table S1). These 27 patients

are a  subset  of  the  main group  of  35 patients  listed  in  Table  1  and S1 and they were  selected

according to the following two criteria: A) SEEG recordings were available for both awake at rest

and non-REM sleep states and B) in each patient the difference in the time length of the SEEG



recordings between the two states were not greater than 100%. The median time-length and range of

the interictal SEEG traces among the subset of 27 patients for the awake and non-REM sleep states

were 28.5 min (range = 25.8 - 31.5 min) and 28.2 min (range = 25.2 - 32.5 min), respectively. Figure

S17 shows the relative difference (RD) between the extreme values  ((max -  min)  /  max) of the

AUPREC  for  EZ  time  series  as  a  measure  quantifying  the  magnitude  of  the  fast-ultradian

fluctuations of the precision to localize EZ based on the rate of interictal events. Importantly, we

found no significant differences at the group level (N=27) between the awake at rest and non-REM

sleep states in terms of the RD of AUPREC for EZ for the IEDs and non-epileptic events shown in

Figure S17 (P = 1, Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P values Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for

multiple  comparisons  across  the  80  NODE  clusters).  Figure  S18  summarizes  the  comparison

between awake at rest and non-REM sleep states in terms of the RD of AUPREC for EZ for the 80

NODE clusters.  The number of days between the two SEEG recordings sessions included in the

analysis has a median of 1 days (range = 0 - 3 days).  Taken together, these results suggest that the

temporal fluctuations of the rate of different subtypes of interictal events entraining the precision to

localize the EZ over fast-ultradian time scales occurs spontaneously during both the awake and the

non-REM sleep states of the analyzed patients.  Importantly,  we found that  the magnitude of the

temporal fluctuations of the AUPREC for EZ presents no significant differences between the awake

at rest and non-REM sleep states of the analyzed patients.

Table S1: Days between the two recording sessions and time of day (or night) when the SEEG recordings 

were made for the 35 patients reported in Table 1 of the main text. To ensure the anonymity, serial numbers 

attributed randomly to each patient are used as patients ID. The resulting ID numbers have no correlation with

any clinical information of the patients.

Patient ID

Awake SEEG recordings

(Time [hh:mm],

Recording length [min])

Asleep SEEG recordings

(Time [hh:mm],

Recording length [min])

Number of days between the

SEEG recording sessions

1 19:04, 22.9 03:36, 20.8 3

2 08:52, 27.5 N/A N/A

3 18:47, 30.3 02:17, 32 4

4 12:37, 27.3 01:47, 25 1

5 11:22, 25.4 01:23, 27.5 1

6 11:17, 14.7 N/A N/A

7 15:27, 60 N/A N/A

8 14:35, 26 N/A N/A



9 08:51, 60 N/A N/A

10 10:47, 20.4 N/A N/A

11 10:03, 60 02:07, 60 1

12 10:07, 27.8 03:50, 28.2 1

13 15:09, 30.6 N/A N/A

14 15:05, 11.6 03:22, 22.6 3

15 14:42, 29 01:40, 27.7 0

16 21:37, 14 23:52, 22.6 0

17 16:04, 43.4 02:09, 60 1

18 17:53, 31.9 02:32, 25.8 1

19 10:20, 34.5 02:10, 26.2 0

20 10:20, 16.3 04:32, 32.3 0

21 09:40, 34.7 00:21, 30.8 4

22 17:45, 28.8 02:00, 20 1

23 09:57, 22.5 01:15, 29.7 0

24 14:09, 30.2 06:15, 60 6

25 18:42, 28.7 02:22, 29.4 0

26 16:07, 15.5 02:30, 25 0

27 16:35, 28.2 01:55, 32.3 1

28 11:52, 12.5 N/A N/A

29 09:55, 27.3 03:50, 19.2 1

30 10:37, 28.4 02:3, 25.7 4

31 11:20, 27.3 02:20, 26 0

32 07:09, 30.4 02:11, 34 0

33 09:19, 60 00:16, 60 0

34 12:48, 26.8 20:19, 32.5 4

35 15:46, 60 01:01, 60 4

Symbols and abbreviations: N/A, Not available.

12.  Comparing  the  fast-ultradian  dynamics  between  two  SEEG

recording sessions in awake state 

In  this  section  we  present  the  results  related  to  the  comparison  between  two  SEEG  recording

sessions, referred as Awake 1 and Awake 2, taken at different days and time of day for the same

patient state (awake at rest, see Tables S2 and S3). The comparison was made by quantifying the



magnitude of  the fast-ultradian fluctuations of  the precision to  localize  EZ based on the rate  of

interictal  events.  For  this,  time  series  of  the  event  rate  (ER)  in  each  SEEG  channel  (bipolar

derivation) and the AUPREC for EZ quantifying the goodness of EZ localization based on the rate of

interictal events were constructed by computing the mean value of ER and the AUPREC for EZ

value at each time position of a sliding epoch scanning the whole interictal SEEG recording (see

Sections 4 and 5 of this Appendix). In this case, we used a sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90%

overlap to scan the whole SEEG time series (bipolar derivations) available in each patient (see Table

S3).  Figures  S19 to S22 show for 4  patients  the resulting ER and AUPREC for  EZ time series

together with the DCE (see Sections 5 of this Appendix) for the Awake 1 and Awake 2 states and

computed using the interictal events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. Figure S23 summarizes

the  results  for  the  IEDs  (clusters  09_09_09_05,  0_09_09_05)  and  non-epileptic  events  (cluster

09_0_0_0) across the 12 patients included in this analysis (see Tables S2 and S3). In each patient the

difference in the time length of the SEEG recordings between the two states were not greater than

100%. The median time-length and range of  the interictal  SEEG traces  among the subset  of 12

patients for the Awake 1 and Awake 2 states were 30.1 min (range = 27.5 - 31.4 min) and 31.4 min

(range = 28.1 - 33.4 min), respectively. Figure S23 shows the relative difference (RD) between the

extreme values ((max - min) / max) of the AUPREC for EZ time series as a measure quantifying the

magnitude of  the fast-ultradian fluctuations of  the precision to  localize  EZ based on the rate  of

interictal events. Importantly, we found no significant differences at the group level (N=12) between

the Awake 1 and Awake 2 states in terms of the RD of AUPREC for EZ for the IEDs and non-

epileptic events shown in Figure S23 (P = 1, Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P values Bonferroni-

adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 80 NODE clusters). Figure S24 summarizes

the comparison between Awake 1 and Awake 2 states in terms of the RD of AUPREC for EZ for the

80 NODE clusters. The number of days between the two SEEG recordings sessions included in the

analysis has a median of 5.5 days (range = 4 - 7 days). Taken together, these results suggest that the

magnitude of the temporal fluctuations of the AUPREC for EZ assessed for the same patient state

(awake at rest) over fast-ultradian time scales, presents no significant differences across several days.



Table S2: Patients clinical information. The length of the interictal SEEG recordings corresponding to these 

patients can be found in the Table S3. To ensure the anonymity, serial numbers attributed randomly to each 

patient are used as patients ID. The resulting ID numbers have no correlation with any clinical information of 

the patients.

Patient ID Age at

SEEG

Sex EZ localization Etiology Engel class

(surgery)

1 36-40 M Temp - Fr FCD I

13 21-25 F pre Mot FCD I

21 46-50 M right Ant MesTemp and Ins HS I

32 21-25 F Temp Lat FCD I

33 21-25 F Par DNET I

34 31-35 F Temp - Mes HS + FCD I

36 1-5 F left pre Fr FCD II

37 31-35 F Temp - Ins HS II

38 51-55 M Temp N/A N/A

39 26-30 F left Temp - Occ PNH NO

40 26-30 M bilateral Temp Perinatal 

stroke

NO

41 36-40 M Multifocal: Par - Op - pre Mot;

Temp - Mes

N/A NO

Symbols and abbreviations: F, Female; M, Male; Temp, Temporal lobe; Fr, Frontal lobe; Par, Parietal lobe; 

Occ, Occipital lobe; SMA, Supplementary motor area; Ins, Insular; Mot, Motor cortex; Op, Opercular; Ant, 

Anterior; Pos, Posterior; Lat, Lateral; Mes, Mesial; Hem, Hemisphere; FCD: Focal cortical dysplasia; GG, 

Ganglioglioma; HS, Hippocampal sclerosis; N/A, Not available; G, Gliosis; TS, Tuberous sclerosis; DNET: 

Dysembryoplastic neuro-epithelial tumor; PNH, Periventricular nodular heterotopia; NO, Not operated.



Table S3: Days between the two recording sessions and time of day when the SEEG recordings were made for

the 12 patients reported in Table S2. To ensure the anonymity, serial numbers attributed randomly to each 

patient are used as patients ID. The resulting ID numbers have no correlation with any clinical information of 

the patients.

Patient ID

Awake 1 SEEG recordings

(Time [hh:mm],

Recording length [min])

Awake 2 SEEG recordings

(Time [hh:mm],

Recording length [min])

Number of days between the

SEEG recording sessions

1 19:04, 22.9 13:57, 27.5 9

13 15:09, 30.6 10:26, 33.5 6

21 09:40, 34.7 08:55, 31.7 4

32 07:09, 30.4 09:09, 30.7 7

33 09:19, 60 13:04, 60 1

34 12:48, 26.8 08:30, 32 5

36 17:10, 32.2 10:19, 35.3 2

37 21:26, 28.8 08:00, 31 4

38 09:31, 19.3 06:44, 11.3 6

39 17:47, 28.8 08:57, 27.1 10

40 16:30, 29.8 12:20, 28.7 4

41 16:16, 30.7 09:36, 33.4 7
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Figure S1: Characterization of the NODE clusters. (A) Mean rate of events for the CoI:

09_09_09_0 in each bipolar channel obtained from the whole interictal SEEG recording available for

the patient 7 (60 min). The inset shows the results of the precision and recall analysis for the sharp

events pertaining to the clusters 09_09_09_0 (F1 max = 0.64). (B) Raw time series and spectral-

whitened time-frequency map (scalogram using Morlet wavelets) for the events pertaining to the

clusters 09_09_09_0 detected in the EZ (B: Head of hippocampus) of the patient 7. (C) Relative

difference between the mean values of the two distributions: 1) NE in each channel pertaining to the

EZ and 2) NE in each channel pertaining to the NIZ. First, the channels were segregated in the EZ

and NIZ groups across all the patients included in Table 1 (N=35). Then, the NE of a given CoI was



evaluated in each channel using the complete time series length available in each patient. Finally, the

relative difference between the mean values of NE computed as (Mean NE in EZ - Mean NE in NIZ)

/ (Mean NE in EZ + Mean NE in NIZ) is shown as a function of the clusters. Filled and empty circles

indicate clusters producing significant (Bonferroni-adjusted P value < 0.05) and non-significant

(Bonferroni-adjusted P value ≥ 0.05) difference between the mean NE values of the EZ and NIZ

distributions, respectively (non-parametric permutation test). The cross markers highlight the clusters

included in the Spike-like group. (D) Histograms showing the difference between the mean NE

values of the surrogate EZ and NIZ distributions including all the patients of Table 1 (N=35). The

histograms were computed via random sampling without replacement (105 permutations). The red

vertical solid line shown in the histograms indicates the difference between the mean NE values of

the actual EZ and NIZ distributions (Mean NE in EZ - Mean NE in NIZ). The reported P values

resulting from the non-parametric permutation test were Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple

comparisons across the 80 clusters. Symbols and abbreviations: PSD, power spectral density; EZ,

epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone; NIZ, non-involved zone; PPV, positive predictive value;

TPR, true positive rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve; NE, Number of Events;

TP, Temporal pole; A, Amygdala complex; B, Head of hippocampus; C, Caudal hippocampus; TB,

Basal temporal; I, Insula; H, Transverse temporal gyrus (Heschl); OP, Parietal operculum; OF,

Frontal operculum; FT, Frontal pars triangularis; OR, Frontal pars orbitalis.



Figure S2: Plots showing the absolute difference (AD) between the extreme values (max - min)

of the ER in EZ and AUPREC for EZ as a function of the sliding epoch length. (A - D) Log-

linear plots showing the absolute difference (AD) between the extreme values (max - min) of the

AUPREC for EZ as a function of the sliding epoch length. (E - H) Log-linear plots showing the

absolute difference (AD) between the extreme values (max - min) of the ER in EZ as a function of

the sliding epoch length. (I - J) Log-log plots showing the absolute difference (AD) between the

extreme values (max - min) of the ER in EZ as a function of the sliding epoch length. In all the

panels, the gray dots associated with the AUPREC for EZ and ER in EZ measures correspond to the

mean value in each position of the sliding epoch for the interictal events pertaining to the cluster of

interest (CoI). 1 min incremental step for all the epoch lengths was used to scan the whole time series

available in each patient. In the case of IEDs (clusters 0_09_09_05 and 09_09_09_05), panels A and

B show a linear trend of the AD of AUPREC for EZ values indicating an exponential dependence,

with a characteristic time scale Tao (linear trend in a log-linear plot), disclosed by the fluctuations of

the AUPREC for EZ as a function of the epoch length (see also Figures 3E and 3F). This scale-rich

behavior is essentially different from the dependence of the AD of AUPREC for EZ values based on



the non-epileptic interictal events (clusters 09_09_0_0 and 09_0_0_0) shown in panels C and D (see

red arrows), which were found to disclose a scale-free trend (i.e. linear trend in a log-log plot, see

Figures 3G and 3H). Regarding the fluctuations of the ER in EZ measure shown in panels E to L, it

was found a scale-free like dependence of the AD of ER in EZ as a function of the epoch length for

both epileptic and non-epileptic events (see the linear trend in the log-log plots corresponding to

panels I to L). Taken together, these results suggest that in the case of IEDs (e.g. clusters 0_09_09_05

and 09_09_09_05), the observed ultradian fluctuations of the AUPREC for EZ of can not be

completely explained by considering it simply as a function of the IED rate fluctuations within the

EZ. Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; AD, absolute

difference; ER, events rate, IEDs, interictal epileptogenic discharges; AUPREC, area under the

precision and recall curve.



Figure S3: Fraction of the visual markers captured by the NODE clusters. The 1678

epileptiform discharges included in this plot were visually identified by an epileptologist (F. Bonini)

from the SEEG traces of three patients included in the Table 1: 4, 6 and 7. The analysis included a 5

min epoch in each patient and a total of 12 bipolar SEEG channels (2 NIZ, 2 PZ and 8 EZ). The

NODE algorithm detected the 99% of the events corresponding to the visual markers and segregated

them in the 64 clusters shown in the abscissa axis. Most of the visually marked IEDs were grouped

into the first NODE clusters shown on the left side of the plot. These NODE clusters were found to

produce significant difference between the mean NE values of the EZ and NIZ distributions (see

Figure S1). Symbols and abbreviations: EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone; NIZ, non-

involved zone; NE, Number of Events; IEDs, interictal epileptogenic discharges; NODE, Nested

Outlier Detection.



Figure S4: The spontaneous interictal dynamics of the events rate is highly independent of the

frequency bands used in the NODE algorithm. The parameters of the NODE algorithm were

configured as: 200 milliseconds time window length associated with each event and LFDR

thresholds = {0.5, 0.1}. (A, B) 4 Frequency bands: [1 Hz - 10 Hz], [8 Hz - 32 Hz], [30 Hz - 155 Hz],

[150 Hz - 255 Hz]. (C, D) 7 Frequency bands: [0.1 Hz - 4.9 Hz], [4 Hz - 9 Hz], [8 Hz - 14 Hz], [13

Hz - 31 Hz], [30 Hz - 85 Hz], [80 Hz - 155 Hz], [150 Hz - 255 Hz]. (E, F) 2 Frequency bands: [0.1

Hz - 60.9 Hz], [60 Hz - 255 Hz]. Symbols and abbreviations: NODE, Nested Outlier Detection; EZ,

epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone; NIZ, non-involved zone; LFDR, local false discovery rate.



Figure S5: The spontaneous interictal dynamics of the events rate is highly independent of the

time window length used to define the events. The parameters of the NODE algorithm were

configured as: LFDR thresholds = {0.5, 0.1}, 4 frequency bands: [1 Hz - 10 Hz], [8 Hz - 32 Hz], [30

Hz - 155 Hz], [150 Hz - 255 Hz]. (A, B) 200 milliseconds time window length associated with each

event. (C, D) 100 milliseconds time window length associated with each event. (E, F) 400

milliseconds time window length associated with each event. Symbols and abbreviations: NODE,

Nested Outlier Detection; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone; NIZ, non-involved zone;

LFDR, local false discovery rate.



Figure S6: The spontaneous interictal dynamics of the events rate is attenuated as more noise is

allowed by increasing the higher LFDR threshold used in the NODE algorithm. Note that the

rhythmic behavior of the events rate dynamics becomes almost indistinguishable from the random

fluctuations only in the case where a very high number of noisy anomalies are allowed, i.e. very high

values of the higher LFDR threshold (local false discovery rate > 90%, see panels E and F

corresponding to LFDR thresholds = {higher threshold = 0.9>>0.5, lower threshold = 0.1}). The

parameters of the NODE algorithm were configured as: 200 milliseconds time window length

associated with each event, 4 frequency bands: [1 Hz - 10 Hz], [8 Hz - 32 Hz], [30 Hz - 155 Hz],

[150 Hz - 255 Hz]. (A, B) LFDR thresholds = {0.5, 0.1} (C, D) LFDR thresholds = {0.5, 0.05}. (E,

F) LFDR thresholds = {0.9, 0.1}. Symbols and abbreviations: NODE, Nested Outlier Detection; EZ,

epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone; NIZ, non-involved zone; LFDR, local false discovery rate.



Figure S7: Estimating the best interictal 5 min-epoch for near-optimal EZ localization. In the

time series AUPREC for EZ, ER of CoI for EZ and ER of all Clust in all Chan, each point

corresponds to the mean value of these quantities in a sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90%

overlap. (A) Violin plots showing all the patients paired across the two correlations, 1) AUPREC for

EZ vs ER of CoI in EZ, and 2) AUPREC for EZ vs ER of all Clust in all Chan. Solid black lines

correspond to the four patients 3, 18, 29 and 35, in which the two correlations are significant and

have opposite sign. The three fractional numbers accompanying the paired violin plots indicate the

fraction of patients presenting significant correlations values. The statistical significance of the

correlations (P < 0.05) was assessed by using the Student’s t distributions of the two-tailed

hypothesis test under the null hypothesis that the correlation is zero. (B, C, D, E) Time series

corresponding to the four patients indicated by the solid black lines y panel (A). Note the out-of-

phase oscillations of the negative correlated time series AUPREC for EZ and ER of all Clust in all

Chan. In each patient, the best interictal 5 min-epoch for near-optimal EZ localization (maximum of

the AUPREC for EZ time series) occurs approximately at the minimum of the overall rate of the

interictal epileptic and non-epileptic events (see the vertical dotted line marking the minimum of the

ER of all Clust in all Chan time series).



Figure S8: Correlation between the time series AUPREC for EZ and ER of all Clust in all

Chan. (A) Slope of the linear regression between the AUPREC for EZ and ER of all Clust in all

Chan values as a function of the NODE clusters. The two measures were computed for the CoI:

09_09_09_05 and each dot correspond to the measure value in a particular time position of the

sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap, covering the whole interictal SEEG time series

available in each patient. The red line and red shaded error bars represent the linear regression and

the 95% confidence interval, respectively. (B) Scatter plots showing the correlation between the time

series AUPREC for EZ and ER of all Clust in all Chan for 4 NODE clusters. All the reported P

values correspond to the t-statistic of the two-sided hypothesis test (no Bonferroni correction was

implemented). Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone;

AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve. CL, chance level; ER of all Clust in all Chan,

mean rate of events including all the clusters and averaged across all the channels.



Figure S9: Predictive performance of the NODE clusters. (A) Mean relative difference of the

AUPREC for EZ with respect to the chance level (CL) as a function of the NODE clusters. First, the

AUPREC for EZ value was computed in each patient from the 5 min epoch associated with the

minimum value of ER of all Clust in all Chan (i.e. estimated best 5 min epoch for near-optimal EZ

localization). Then, the relative difference of the AUPREC for EZ with respect to the chance level

(CL) was computed. In each patient, the CL was obtained as the ratio between the number of

channels pertaining to EZ and the total number of channels. Finally, the relative difference was

averaged across the 35 patients listed in Table 1. Filled and empty circles indicate clusters producing

significant (P value < 0.05) and non-significant (P value ≥ 0.05) difference between the estimated

best 5 min epoch for near-optimal EZ localization and the distribution of values produced by 5 min

epochs randomly sampled from the interictal SEEG recordings of each patient (105 random

samplings). (B) Histograms showing the distribution of values produced by 5 min epochs randomly

sampled from the interictal SEEG recordings of each patient. The histograms were computed via

random sampling without replacement (105 permutations). The red vertical solid line shown in the

histograms indicates the mean relative difference produced by the best 5 min epoch for near-optimal

EZ localization. The reported P values were obtained from the non-parametric permutation test (no



Bonferroni correction was implemented). Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ,

epileptogenic zone; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve. CL, chance level; ER of all

Clust in all Chan, mean rate of events including all the clusters and averaged across all the channels.



Figure S10: Correlation between the time series AUPREC for RZ and ER of all Clust in all

Chan. (A) Slope of the linear regression between the AUPREC for RZ and ER of all Clust in all

Chan values as a function of the NODE clusters. The two measures were computed for the CoI:

09_09_09_05 and each dot correspond to the measure value in a particular time position of the

sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap, covering the whole interictal SEEG time series

available in each patient. The red line and red shaded error bars represent the linear regression and

the 95% confidence interval, respectively. (B) Scatter plots showing the correlation between the time

series AUPREC for RZ and ER of all Clust in all Chan for 4 NODE clusters. All the reported P

values correspond to the t-statistic of the two-sided hypothesis test (no Bonferroni correction was

implemented). Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; RZ, resected zone; AUPREC,

area under the precision and recall curve. CL, chance level; ER of all Clust in all Chan, mean rate of

events including all the clusters and averaged across all the channels.



Figure S11: Predictive performance of the NODE clusters. (A) Mean relative difference of the

AUPREC for RZ with respect to the chance level (CL) as a function of the NODE clusters. First, the

AUPREC for RZ value was computed in each patient from the 5 min epoch associated with the

minimum value of ER of all Clust in all Chan (i.e. estimated best 5 min epoch for near-optimal RZ

localization). Then, the relative difference of the AUPREC for RZ with respect to the chance level

(CL) was computed. In each patient, the CL was obtained as the ratio between the number of

channels pertaining to RZ and the total number of channels. Finally, the relative difference was

averaged across the 35 patients listed in Table 1. Filled and empty circles indicate clusters producing

significant (P value < 0.05) and non-significant (P value ≥ 0.05) difference between the estimated

best 5 min epoch for near-optimal RZ localization and the distribution of values produced by 5 min

epochs randomly sampled from the interictal SEEG recordings of each patient (105 random

samplings). (B) Histograms showing the distribution of values produced by 5 min epochs randomly

sampled from the interictal SEEG recordings of each patient. The histograms were computed via

random sampling without replacement (105 permutations). The red vertical solid line shown in the

histograms indicates the mean relative difference produced by the best 5 min epoch for near-optimal

RZ localization. The reported P values were obtained from the non-parametric permutation test (no



Bonferroni correction was implemented). Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; RZ,

resected zone; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve. CL, chance level; ER of all Clust

in all Chan, mean rate of events including all the clusters and averaged across all the channels.



Figure S12: Estimating the best interictal 5 min-epoch for RZ localization.

(A) Scatter plot showing the correlation between the time series AUPREC for RZ and ER of CoI in

RZ. (C) Scatter plot showing the correlation between the time series AUPREC for RZ and ER of all

Clust in all Chan. In panels (A) and (C), all the measures were computed for the CoI: 09_09_09_05

and each dot correspond to the measure value in a particular time position of the sliding epoch of 5

min in length and 90% overlap, covering the whole interictal SEEG time series available in each

patient. The red line and red shaded error bars represent the linear regression and the 95% confidence

interval, respectively. For panel (A) we obtained: Slope = +0.430 [1/min], SE = 0.022 [1/min], P <

0.001, t-statistic of the two-sided hypothesis test. For panel (C) we obtained: Slope = -0.367 [1/min],

SE = 0.022 [1/min], P < 0.001, t-statistic of the two-sided hypothesis test. (B) Violin plots showing

all the patients paired across the two correlations, 1) AUPREC for RZ vs ER of CoI in RZ, and 2)

AUPREC for RZ vs ER of all Clust in all Chan. Dotted gray lines correspond to patients in which at

least one of the two correlations is no significant. Dashed gray lines correspond to patients in which



the two correlations are significant and, negative in the red violin plot and positive in the green violin

plot, or have the same sign. Solid black lines correspond to patients in which the two correlations are

significant and, positive in the red violin plot and negative in the green violin plot. The three

fractional numbers accompanying the paired violin plots indicate the fraction of patients presenting

significant value for the left-hand, both and right-hand correlations. The statistical significance of the

correlations (P < 0.05) was assessed by using the Student’s t distributions of the two-tailed

hypothesis test under the null hypothesis that the correlation is zero. (D) Violin plots showing all the

patients paired across the values of AUPREC for RZ based on a random classifier, computed as the

ratio between the number of channels pertaining to RZ and the total number of channels in each

patient (blue violin plot), and the AUPREC for RZ based on the rate of events pertaining to the

cluster 09_09_09_05 (red violin plot). In an intra-group paired analysis (Wilcoxon signed rank test),

the reported P values indicate significant differences between the two distributions of AUPREC

values in all the four cases shown. In an inter-group paired analysis, we found significant differences

between all the four paired groups (P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P values

Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 4 cases). (E) Histogram showing

the distribution of the relative difference of the AUPREC for RZ with respect to the chance level

(CL) for a 5 min epoch randomly sampled from the interictal SEEG recordings of each patient (105

random samplings). The CL was computed as the ratio between the number of channels pertaining to

EZ and the total number of channels in each patient. The red vertical solid line shown in the

histogram indicates the relative difference value corresponding to the estimated best 5 min epoch for

near-optimal RZ localization (second case from the left in panel D). (F, G, H, I) Scatter plots

corresponding to the four cases shown in panel (D). In panels D, E and G, the estimated best 5 min

epoch for near-optimal EZ localization corresponds to the interictal epoch producing the minimum

value of ER of all Clust in all Chan. Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; RZ, resected

zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve. ACL, above chance level;

ER of CoI in RZ, mean rate of events pertaining to the CoI averaged over the RZ channels; ER of all

Clust in all Chan, mean rate of events including all the clusters and averaged across all the channels.



Figure S13: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-REM sleep states.

(A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events subtypes

(epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D) Cumulative

residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the cluster

09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the events



rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded error

bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S14: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-REM sleep states.

(A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events subtypes

(epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D) Cumulative

residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the cluster

09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the events



rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded error

bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S15: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-REM sleep states.

(A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events subtypes

(epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D) Cumulative

residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the cluster

09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the events



rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded error

bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S16: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-REM sleep states.

(A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events subtypes

(epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D) Cumulative

residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the cluster

09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the events



rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded error

bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S17: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-REM sleep states.

(A, C, E) AUPREC for EZ values as a function of the time of day (or night) when the SEEG

recordings were made. The values shown correspond to the mean value of the AUPREC for EZ time

series computed across all the 5 min length epochs covering the whole SEEG time series (bipolar

derivations) available in each patient (see Table S1). (B, D, F) RD of AUPREC for EZ values as a

function of the time of day (or night) when the SEEG recordings were made. The relative difference

(RD) was computed between the extreme values ((max - min) / max) of the AUPREC for EZ time

series of each patient. The panels (A, B), (C, D) and (E, F) show the mean and RD of AUPREC for

EZ values computed based on the rate of interictal events pertaining to the clusters 09_09_09_05

(epileptiform spikes), 0_09_09_05 (spike-wave complexes) and 09_0_0_0 (non-epileptiform events),

respectively. Blue and red dots (and violin plots) correspond to the awake at rest and non-REM sleep

patients states, respectively. All the reported P values correspond to a paired analysis based on a



Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P values Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons

across the 80 NODE clusters.



Figure S18: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between awake and non-REM sleep states.

(A) Fraction of patients disclosing RD of AUPREC for EZ values in the non-REM sleep state greater

than those in the awake at rest state, as a function of the NODE clusters. The relative difference (RD)

was computed between the extreme values ((max - min) / max) of the AUPREC for EZ time series of

each patient. Filled and empty circles indicate clusters producing significant (Bonferroni-adjusted P

value < 0.05) and non-significant (Bonferroni-adjusted P value ≥ 0.05) difference between the awake

at rest and non-REM sleep states in terms of the RD of AUPREC for EZ (Wilcoxon signed rank test

with the P values Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 80 NODE

clusters). (B) Scatter plots corresponding to four NODE clusters shown in panel A. All the reported P

values correspond to a paired analysis based on a Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P values

Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 80 NODE clusters.



Figure S19: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between two SEEG recording sessions in

awake state. (A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events

subtypes (epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D)

Cumulative residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the

cluster 09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean

rate of events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the



events rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded

error bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S20: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between two SEEG recording sessions in

awake state. (A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events

subtypes (epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D)

Cumulative residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the

cluster 09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean

rate of events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the



events rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded

error bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S21: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between two SEEG recording sessions in

awake state. (A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events

subtypes (epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D)

Cumulative residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the

cluster 09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean

rate of events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the



events rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded

error bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S22: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between two SEEG recording sessions in

awake state. (A, B) Detrended cumulative count of events (cumulative residual) including all events

subtypes (epileptic and non-epileptic) detected by the NODE algorithm (80 clusters). (C, D)

Cumulative residual showing all the detected events (gray dots) and the discharges pertaining to the

cluster 09_09_09_05 in color (NIZ: blue dots, PZ: light red dots, EZ: dark red dots). (E, F) Mean

rate of events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05. The dots correspond to the mean value of the



events rate at each time position of the sliding epoch of 5 min in length and 90% overlap. The shaded

error bars correspond to the standard error. (G, H) AUPREC for EZ localization based on the rate of

events pertaining to the cluster 09_09_09_05 at each time position of the 5 min length sliding epoch.

Symbols and abbreviations: CoI, cluster of interest; EZ, epileptogenic zone; PZ, propagation zone;

NIZ, non-involved zone; ER, events rate; AUPREC, area under the precision and recall curve.



Figure S23: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between two SEEG recording sessions in

awake state. (A, C, E) AUPREC for EZ values as a function of the time of day when the SEEG

recordings were made. The values shown correspond to the mean value of the AUPREC for EZ time

series computed across all the 5 min length epochs covering the whole SEEG time series (bipolar

derivations) available in each patient (see Table S1). (B, D, F) RD of AUPREC for EZ values as a

function of the time of day (or night) when the SEEG recordings were made. The relative difference

(RD) was computed between the extreme values ((max - min) / max) of the AUPREC for EZ time

series of each patient. The panels (A, B), (C, D) and (E, F) show the mean and RD of AUPREC for

EZ values computed based on the rate of interictal events pertaining to the clusters 09_09_09_05

(epileptiform spikes), 0_09_09_05 (spike-wave complexes) and 09_0_0_0 (non-epileptiform events),

respectively. Blue and red dots (and violin plots) correspond to two SEEG recording sessions taken

at different days and time of day for the same patient state (awake at rest, see Tables S2 and S3). All



the reported P values correspond to a paired analysis based on a Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P

values Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 80 NODE clusters.



Figure S24: Comparing the fast-ultradian dynamics between two SEEG recording sessions in

awake state. (A) Fraction of patients disclosing RD of AUPREC for EZ values in the Awake 2 state

greater than those in the Awake 1 state, as a function of the NODE clusters. The relative difference

(RD) was computed between the extreme values ((max - min) / max) of the AUPREC for EZ time

series of each patient. Filled and empty circles indicate clusters producing significant (Bonferroni-

adjusted P value < 0.05) and non-significant (Bonferroni-adjusted P value ≥ 0.05) difference between

the Awake 1 and Awake 2 states in terms of the  RD of AUPREC for EZ (Wilcoxon signed rank test

with the P values Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 80 NODE

clusters). (B) Scatter plots corresponding to four NODE clusters shown in panel A. All the reported P

values correspond to a paired analysis based on a Wilcoxon signed rank test with the P values

Bonferroni-adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons across the 80 NODE clusters.


